COMMUNICATION STUDIES


ECONOMICS


---

**ENGLISH**


Gabrielle Bersier. Review of Dr. Philip Reid’s article on Johann Wolfgang Goethe’s medical biography for publication in Goethe Yearbook. 2001.


GEOGRAPHY


**HISTORY**


Justin Libby. “The Triumph of Reason Over Logic In The Coming of the War Between The United States and Japan, 1941.” published on e-history web site as one of the papers chosen by the editors following the presentation of this paper at the World War II Conference at Siena College, May 30-June 1, 2001.


PHILOSOPHY


**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

Coming Soon.

**RELIGIOUS STUDIES**


**SOCIOLGY**


Liberal arts is the term given to contemporary programmes of education which include areas of study across the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and the arts. It has its origins in Ancient Greece and began with a "desire for a universal understanding". Simply put liberal arts education aimed at holistic education. This can be simplified even further to an education born out of the development of number and language. It developed throughout classical antiquity but began with Pythagoras and View Liberal arts Research Papers on Academia.edu for free. Challenges professors to design a psychedelics courses for students in the liberal arts and sciences drawing on 3 of Roberts's books and the publications they cite. With particular hope for honors programs, interdisciplinary courses and more. Challenges professors to design a psychedelics courses for students in the liberal arts and sciences drawing on 3 of Roberts's books and the publications they cite. With particular hope for honors programs, interdisciplinary courses and undergraduate courses in various programs. Save to Library. Research Output per year. 1 - 50 out of 14,329 results. Publication Year, Title (descending). Publication Year, Title(ascending). Title. Research output: Contribution to journal â€” Article â€” peer-review. Offenders. Tactics. Liberal-arts students bring interdisciplinary flairâ€”or sometimes just a fresh perspective not yet pigeonholed by post-graduate specialization. Liberal-arts students come from diverse backgrounds and reach beyond their comfort zones to try an eclectic mix of scholarly work. So, generating publication-grade research with students at a liberal-arts college is as much about reflecting on science as one of many distinct ways of knowing as about designing experiments, collecting data, and disseminating that knowledge through publication. The most rewarding faculty-student collaborations for our lab have been experiences that begin and end with space for students and faculty to learn together about science as a culture. The Liberal Arts in Russia (or Rossiiskii Gumanitarnyi Zhurnal) is a scientific journal that was founded by Sotsialno-Gumanitarnoe Znanie publishing house in 2012 and is aimed at developing impartiality and transparency in liberal knowledge and education within academic disciplines, arts and sciences, culture and society in Russia. We invite you to submit original research papers, review articles, short reports for publication in our Journal. All articles are peer-reviewed contributing to their high quality. The Journal is published six times a year.